Path Marking Systems &
Stair & Walkway Identiﬁcation
PHOTOLUMINESCENT 310 PAINT SYSTEMS

PHOTOLUMINESCENT SFE PAINT SYSTEMS

310 Paint System,
Code: 310KIT5

SFE Paint System, Code: SFEKIT5
Jalite SFE System is a professional coating
system which has been developed to provide
eﬀective photoluminescent and protective
properties to concrete, steel and other
common substrates where the identiﬁcation /
awareness of constructional components is
required. A high build heavy duty 2 Part /
2 Pack Solvent free epoxy photoluminescent
paint system which can achieve ISO 17398:
2004 C-Class luminance performance.
White base component, photoluminescent
component and tool cleaner. 5kg kit gives a
typical coverage of 7m2.

Jalite 310 photoluminescent
paint system is a user friendly,
eﬀective means to identify
elements of a safety way
guidance system. A full
acrylic water based paint
system which can achieve
ISO 17398:2004 B-Class
luminance performance.
Comprising of a white base
component, photoluminescent
component and protection
component. 5kg kit gives a
typical coverage of 6.3m2

Application:

Application:
Easy brush application can be applied to common construction
materials lending to a variety of possible safety way guidance system
arrangements. A water based system so clean up is easy, just rinse in
clean water.

Typical Application Areas:
Light pedestrian traﬃc walkways, low location lighting staircases /
door architraves.

Ideally suited to experienced epoxy users,
pre weighed amounts of each component
are mixed and then applied in the desired
application area, we recommend brush
application. Tools can be cleaned with the
supplied tool clean product. Due to the
high build nature this product is not
suitable to be applied to vertical surfaces.

Typical Application Areas:
Heavy pedestrian traﬃc walkways, light
industrial usage areas, stair nosings etc.

PHOTOLUMINESCENT STAIRNOSING

STAIR TREAD ILLUMINATION MARKERS

Raked-back

Engineered by JALITE to clearly identify the edge of steps in the dark.
Available in rigid pvc, stair tread markers come with a self adhesive
backing for easy application.

Code: US978
This kit provides suﬃcient coverage
for 24 stair treads with rigid pvc markers.

Code: SNAL(R) Pack of 15 x 1.3m lengths

Straight-back

of Raked-back stairnosing.

Code: SNAL(S) Pack of 15 x 1.3m lengths
of Straight-back stairnosing.
Each kit comes with our easy to follow installation guide.

PHOTOLUMINESCENT FLOOR DISC MARKERS
Complements existing way guidance systems. Suitable for concrete
or vinyl ﬂooring and comes with self adhesive backing.

Code: TMG008
Code: TMP008
Available in packs of 10.

Available in packs of 10.
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Inserts are manufactured from
photoluminescent material to
provide clear escape routes
when in total darkness.

Code: 505FPLK10B

Also available in Aluminium

Code: ALTMG009
Code: ALTMP009

PATH MARKING SYSTEM

TMG008

TMP008

This kit provides suﬃcient
components for 10m x 3cm
of Path Marking System.
Suitable for carpeted ﬂooring.
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